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In 1976 soon after my marriage to Barry, my boss
wanted a home for the pet rabbit his children had
grown bored with. So Albert became the first of many
rescued rabbits in our care.
Sweep a ginger Dwarf French Lop was still young when we obtained
him in 1988, within months we realised his teeth did not grind down
while eating, they were misaligned and needed to be cut short every six
weeks by a vet. The vets named him ‘The Amazing Sweep’ because of
his laid back attitude to being handled. Student vets were often invited
to watch as he sat calmly whilst the clippers did their work.
In 1994 he developed a cyst beside a toe, both were removed, he
had three more operations to eradicate recurring cysts including
amputation of a front leg. He also needed daily antibiotics, the vets bills
mounted up to over £600.
Sweep quickly became a house rabbit when he started to get his health
problems. He lived overnight in a dog cage in our kitchen, but during
the day he had the freedom of the house. When we sat down in the
living room he would join us there for his treats and to take up his
favourite snoozing spot on Barry’s lap. He had a litter tray which he
used perfectly. Sadly he died aged nine which is a very good age for a
rabbit. A truly amazing rabbit!
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Leading up to Christmas 1996, the new style pet superstores embarked on massive advertising
campaigns. I became incensed when I watched an advert which promoted buying a cuddly bunny
for Christmas, the bunny came free if you brought its hutch, bedding and food at the same time.
I penned a letter of disgust to a local paper, I recounted Sweeps story as an example of how much a
rabbit could cost over it’s lifetime, that led to a front page story about a real life Bugs Bunny, called
Sweep. Within hours a couriered letter arrived from Meridian Television as they wanted to do a
feature for the news.
The crew were very sceptical about a rabbit cooperating in filming. Sweep did everything perfectly.
On cue he ran into the lounge and stood upright to beg for his treat, a bowl of milk, then sat still
while lapping the bowl dry. On to the vets to show, his teeth being clipped and talk about the
responsibility of owning a pet. No second takes needed.
On the 23rd of December 1996 the one minute segment showing, myself, our other rescued
rabbits, Mr Garnet the vet and of course Sweep aired on each and every local news bulletin
from early morning until late that night. For weeks afterwards where I worked in a chemist
shop, customers would say I saw you on TV. I did get my 15 minutes of fame but The
Amazing Sweep was definitely the star.
In total I believe we had around 39 rabbits, which were mostly adult
rescues over 40 years. “Bunnies are for life, not just for Easter”.
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